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28. Although coffee was ____ discovered in
Ethiopia, it was in Turkey at around the
thirteenth century that it became popular as a
beverage.
A) disorderly
B) probably
C) adversely
D) considerably
29. In April 1940, the war ____between Germany
and Denmark to protect shipments of iron ore
from Sweden, which the Allies were attempting
to cut off by unilaterally mining neutral
Norwegian waters.
A) broke out
B) got down
C) did away with
D) looked ahead
30. Nigeria ____ an important regional trade
center, particularly for foodstuffs, palm oil and
kernels, and consumer goods in 1990’s when
people ____importance to agriculture.
A) used to be / gave
B) needn’t be / have given
C) had better be / had given
D) would be / is giving
31. Increases ____the overall money supply have
occurred in many different societies ____
history.
A) on / in
B) from / by
C) at / of
D) in / throughout
32. Photochromic glass darkens ____ exposed to
light but fades to its original clear state ____ the
light is removed.
A) in order to / seeing that
B) so that / as a result of
C) when / when
D) while / due to

33. Air traffic control ____ navigation equipment
to help direct aircraft to correct locations, and
weather information, ____ aircraft can avoid
hazardous conditions and unnecessary delays.
A) included / in case
B) includes / so that
C) has included / provided
D) had included / as if
34. They _________ for 5 years at the end of this
year.
A) will date
B) will
be dated
C) will have been dating
D) are going to date
35. I am not surprised they’ve broken up. She
never knew if she could trust him and was
afraid he ___________ her.
A) will leave
B) would leave
C) is going to leave
D) will have left
36. Call the police. Our apartment _________
into.
A) was broken
B) is broken
C) has been broken
D) will be broken
37. She can’t go hiking with us. She
_____________ on her new book all day
tomorrow.
A) will be working
B) is working
C) will be worked
D) will have worked
38. By the time you finish my dress it
____________ old-fashioned.
A) will became
B) is becoming
C) will be becoming
D) will have become

